**Yarn Processing**

**Savio Winder**

Reference: 7156  
Cost: 0  
Terms: [SEE DESCRIPTION](http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/7156.zip)

01 Savio Espero rewinder model RL  
Year 1997  
No 48 spindles  
Delivery 6" 4 20  
Loepfe TK 850 clearers  
1 doffer  
380 V 50 HZ  

Location: Europe  

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7190  
Cost: 0  
Terms: [SEE DESCRIPTION](http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/7190.zip)

01 Savio Orion E winder, year 1999  
24 heads  
Spool feeding with automatic loading  
Max height of spool 310 mm  
Exit 6" (152 mm) –4°20’  
2 turns drum P.V. diam. 95 mm  
Mesdan mod. 590 L waxer  
n.1 automatic loader  
n.1 doffer  
Magitex blower  
380 V 50 Hz  

Location: Italy  

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7496  
Cost: 0  
Terms: [SEE DESCRIPTION](http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/7496.zip)

1 SAVIO Winder, type ESPERO-E, year 1994, 44 spindles, MESDAN knotter J-490  
Price EUR: 40 000 Ex. Works  

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7494  
Cost: 0  
Terms: [SEE DESCRIPTION](http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/7494.zip)

- 2 SAVIO COGNETEX Worsted spinning frames Type FTC-L, year 1988  
  640 spindles each, pitch 82.5 mm, ring dia. 54 mm  
  Each linked to 1 MURATA LINK CONER 7-5, year 1995, 24 spindles  
- 1 SAVIO COGNETEX Worsted spinning frame, Type FTC-L, year 1994  
  (Started production in 1999), 640 spindles each, pitch 82.5 mm, ring dia. 54 mm  
  Linked to 1 MURATA LINK CONER 7-7, year 1994, 27 spindles  
  Unit price EUR: 50 000 Ex. Works  

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
1 Savio winder Mod. RL - CONE TO CONE - Year 2003
Number of positions: 64
Automatic bobbin changer feeder
Uster Quantum foreign fibre detector
Exit cone: 4°20/6”
Nr. 2 turns steel drum
Splicer Mesdan Mod. 492
Waxing device
Nr. 2 automatic doffing trolley
Voltage: V.380.50
Location: Italy
Price: Euro 70,000,00 machine loaded in container

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 6975  Cost: 60,000  Terms: EACH, EURO, MILL FLOOR

3 X SAVIO ORION L WINDER

- Year: 1 X 2003; 2 X 2002
- No of spindles: 60
- Yarn Clearer: Loepfe TK840 clearers
- Splicers: 590L
- Drums type/turns: 94mm/ 2.0 T
- Conicity: 3’30”
- AutoDoffer / without
- Empty bobbin conveyor belt: Available
- Package conveyor belt: Available
- Delivery: manual
- Prism: Chamber 39Z

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 8422  Cost: 0  Terms: -

1 SAVIO ESPERO automatic winder
Year: 1998; type Espero L; 40 spindles; 6” conic; magazine 6 positions Jointair 4941; clearing Uster MK-C20-A3; waxing; automatic doffing ; blower; 4 spindles cone to cone.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 8416  Cost: 0  Terms: -
Reference: 7823  Cost: 0  Terms: -
SAVIO VOLUFIL
Mod.RRS Shrinking machine n.18 heads , yoc 1991
Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents.
We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7822  Cost: 0  Terms: -
3 SAVIO ESPERO
cone winder with 60 heads each, autodoffing, delivery 6"
Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents.
We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 8978  Cost: 0  Terms: -
-01 Savio Geminis model 242 BF, year 1999
  180 spindles free ballon
  feeding 6"
  Exit 6° 4°20
  pneumatic air threading
  independent fronts with reverse twist left and right
  Blower Magitex

Location: Italy
Condition: dismantled
Delivery: ready

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer
and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any
agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 9339  Cost: 0  Terms: -
-SAVIO automatic winder for cross cones - 2 pcs
  with USTER cleaners - 54 and 48 points - year 1990

SAVIO automatic winder for soleil (cones) - 2 pcs
  with LEPPFE cleaners - 56 points each - year 1990
+ Cones for winder which are feeding ELITEX doubling and twisting machine

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer
and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any
agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 9880  Cost: 0  Terms: -
-NR.01 SAVIO ORION E WINDER ORION E
  - Year 2001
  - Double charger
  - Double search
  - Double count
  - N° 30 heads
  - Cone 6° conicity 4°20
  - Waxing device
  - Splycer Mesdan 594
  - Electronic clearer TK930S
  - Tabor 2.5 spire cross
  - Blower Magitex
  - V.380 – 50Hz

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer
and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any
agents. We kept the message original!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference: 10019</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- 01 Nos Automatic Winder Model SAVIO ESPERO M (Magazine Type) - Year 1999-2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazine feeding with 60 drums, Steel Drum, Left Hand side,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone Angle 5°57, Mesdan Air Splicer, Leopfe TK930S year clearer,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magitex overhead cleaner, running Count NE 10-60, Power 380/400.50Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition Very excellent (Still running at Mills Floor)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Immediate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictures Available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price USD80,000 CNF including dismantling, packing, loading &amp; freight upto Major Sea port.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference: 9969</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> <a href="http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/9969.zip">http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/9969.zip</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Savio Orion E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of positions: 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loading: autoloading 2 set</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yarn clearer: Loepfe TK 930S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of splicer: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overhead cleaner: magitex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year of construction: 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waxing device: installed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Condition: on mill floor
Location: schengen Europe
Price: upon request

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference: 10232</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> <a href="http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/10232.zip">http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/10232.zip</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- 1 x Automatic winding machine SAVIO ESPERO year 1990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 winding heads,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual feeding of the spools,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electronic cleaners Uster MK - C15-A2 (foreign fibers),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splicer Mesdan model 4941,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivery 6&quot; (152mm.), conicity 4.20 or 5.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty cones magazine on headstock,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>automatic doffing (1 trolley)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trolley blower Magitex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only 35000 working hours, was buyed by client in 2000.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price: 14.000 Euro CNF main sea ports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New price: 12.000 Euro CNF main sea ports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions: excellent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
- 02 X Savio Espero M Winder
  - Year: 1990
  - Model: Espero M
  - No. of Drums: 60
  - Yarn Clearer: UPM MK C15 A2
  - Traverse: 6"
  - Waxing device: Equipped
  - OHTC: Magitex
  - Splicer Model: Mesdan 490L
  - Automatic feeding: Magazine
  - Doffer: Without Auto Doffer

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 8809  Cost: 0  Terms: -

--01 AUTOMATIC WINDERS SAVIO MODEL ESPERO RL
NR. 60 HEADS EACH, YEAR 2002, FEEDING FROM CONES, AUTOMATIC DOFFING WITH DELIVERY ON CONE 6"(152MM), CONICITY 4°20', WAXING DEVICE, INSPECTOR CONTROL, ELECTRONIC CLEARERS USTER MODEL QUANTUM FOR FOREIGN FIBER INTERCEPT, SPLICER MESDAN MODEL 490L, DOUBLE EMPTY CONES MAGAZINE ON HEADSTOCK, DOUBLE PNEUMATIC CONTROL PANEL FOR WORKING WITH TWO DIFFERENT YARN LOTS IN THE SAME TIME, TROLLEY BLOWER.
OFFERED FULLY RECONDITIONED AS NEW, FULL WASHING AND TESTING:
THE MACHINE IS ERECTED AND CONNECTED TO THE POWER FOR TESTING

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 10579  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-4 X SAVIO ORION L WINDER, MAGAZINE TYPE
  - Year: 1 X 2001; 2 X 2002; 1 X 2003
  - No of Drums: 60
  - Yarn Clearer: 2 X Loepfe TK930S;
    2 X Uster Quantum 2
  - Machine hand: RH
  - Doffer: 2
  - Drums type/turns: 2.5T/Steel
  - Waxing: Available
  - Splicer: Mesdan 590L
  - OHTC: 1 X Magitex; 3 x Electrojet
  - Downwards air exhaust: Available

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 10725  Cost: 0  Terms: -
## Reference: 8670
### Cost: 0
### Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

**USED SAVIO WINDER ESPERO OF 1996, WITH 56 HEADS, MESDAN 4923 WATER, LOEPFE TK83 ON, WITH BLOWER MAGITEX ACS 15 S, PRICE: 70.000 EURO**

**Reference:**

**Cost:** 0
**Terms:** -

### Details:
- Smart Feeder
- Exit: 6" (152 mm) – conicity 4°20'
- 2 turns drums P.V. diam. 95 mm
- Uster Polymatic clearers MK C20-A2
- Mesdan splicer mod. 4941
- Waxer
- Inspector control
- n.1 automatic feeder for cones
- n.1 doffer
- Magitex blower

**Location:** Italy
**Condition:** Dismantled, Savio Orion have been semi-overhauled

**Price & Photos:** on request

**PLEASE NOTE:** Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

**PLEASE NOTE FURTHER:** If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

---

## Reference: 10123
### Cost: 0
### Terms: -

**-02 Savio Espero E winders**
- Year 1996/97
- Left side
- 32 heads
- Smart Feeder
- Exit: 6" (152 mm) – conicity 4°20'
- 2 turns drums P.V. diam. 95 mm
- Uster Polymatic clearers MK C20-A2
- Mesdan splicer mod. 4941
- Waxer
- Inspector control
- n.1 automatic feeder for cones
- n.1 doffer
- Magitex blower

**01 Savio Orion E winder**
- Year 1999
- 24 heads
- 01 automatic cone loader
- Max height of spools: 310 mm
- Exit: 6" (152 mm) – conicity 4°20'
- 02 turns drum diam. 95 mm
- Loepfe Yarn Master TK 840 clearers
- Mesdan splicer mod. 590 L – Waxer
- 01 doffer
- Magitex blower

**Location:** Italy
**Condition:** Dismantled, Savio Orion have been semi-overhauled

**Price & Photos:** on request

**PLEASE NOTE:** Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

**PLEASE NOTE FURTHER:** If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
NR.01 SAVIO ORION E WINDER
- Year 2000
- Double charger
- Double search
- Double count
- N° 40 heads
- Cone 6” conicity 4°20
- Waxing device
- Splycer Mesdan 594
- Electronic clearer TK930S
- Tabor 2,5 spire cross
- Magitex blower
- V.380 – 50Hz

NR.01 WINDER SAVIO ORION E
- Year 2001
- Double charger
- Double search
- Double count
- N° 30 heads
- Cone 6” conicity 4°20
- Waxing device
- Splycer Mesdan 594
- Electronic clearer TK930S
- Tabor 2,5 spire cross
- Blower Magitex
- V.380 – 50Hz

SALES CONDITIONS OF THIS PROJECT
DELIVERY : Immediate
LOCATION : ITALY
VOLTAGE : 380/400 Volts with 3 Phase and 50 Hertz

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
-02 Nos Automatic Winder Model SAVIO ESPERO M (Magazine Type) - Year 1999-2000
Magazine feeding with 60 drums, Steel Drum, Left Hand side,
Cone Angle 5°57, Mesdan Air Splicer, Leopfe TK930S year clearer,
Magitex overhead cleaner, running Count NE 10-60, Power 380/400.50HrZ
Condition  Very excellent (Still running at Mills Floor)
Delivery    Immediate
Pictures    Available
Price       Upon Interest

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
ROCCATRICE SAVIO Mod. RSA 
- anno di fabbricazione 1976 
- matricola 400.00276 
- toale fusi n.40 di cui n.20 con metratori e n. 10 SPLICER. 
- n.01- SAVIO winder Mod. RSA 
- Y.o.c. 1976 
- Serial number 400.xxx.76 
- total heads n.40 (n.20 with meter counters, and n.10 with SPLICER) 
SELLING PRICE: € 7,500.00-mill-floor

ARROTOLATRICE/VERIFICATRICE Marca LA MECCANICA modello LM 86 Rollmatic con alimentazione da grande rotolo a rotolini e da grande rotolo a grande rotolo. 
- anno di fabbricazione 1997, 
- matricula 16059786R2 
- altezza utile: cm 380 
- centralina di svolgimento da grande rotolo 
- alimentazione automatica rotolini di cartone 
- unità di arrotola tura rotolini con dispositivo di taglio metrato 
- unità di legatura automatica delle pezze 
- scarico automatico delle pezze 
- n.01- LA MECCANICA winder roll – inspection fabric, model LM 86 Rollmatic, with feeding from big roll to little rolls, and from big roll to big roll. 
- Y.o.c. 1997, 
- Serial number 1605xx86xx 
- Usefull width: cm 380 
- Power device of unwinder from big roll 
- Automatic feeding paper little rolls 
- Winder unit for little rolls, with cutting-counter device 
- Units of automatic tying of the pieces 
- Automatic unloading of pieces 
SELLING PRICE: € 12,000.00-mill-floor

GENERATORE DI CALORE A FLUIDO DIATERMICO THERMA MODELLO DT01500 
- anno di fabbricazione 1993 
- matricola 1932 
- produzione orara Kcal./h 1,500.000 
- combustibile Nafta/denso convertibile in metano 
- volume camera combustione metri cubi 3 
- carico termico specifico Kcal./metri cubi/h 600.000 
- pressione esercizio Bar 12 
- temperatura Esercizio °C 192 
- capacità fluido LT 1855 
- superficie riscaldata metri quadri 28.5 
- producibilità T/H 2.5 
- bruciatore ad aria soffiata modulante 
- rapporto combustione 1/5 
- portata aria carburante metri cubi/m 2500 
- evaporatore matricula n.14826/92 n. fabbrica 1933 completo di valvole di sicurezza a 3 vie 
HEAT GENERATOR THERMAL FLUID MODEL THERMA DT01500 
- Year of production 1993 
- Serial number 1932 
- Production Orara Kcal. / H 1,500,000 
- Naphtha fuel / dense convertible into methane 
- Combustion chamber volume 3 cubic meters 
- Specific thermal load Kcal. / Cubic meters / h 600,000 
- Operating pressure 12 Bar 
- Operation temperature 192 °C 
- Capacity fluid LT 1855 
- Heated surface of 28.5 square meters 
- Manufacturability T / H 2.5 
- Forced draft burner modulating 
- Report combustion fifth 
- Air flow fuel cubic meters / m 2500 
- Evaporator freshman n.14826/92 n. 1933 factory complete with safety valves 3-way 
SELLING PRICE: € 7,500.00-mill-floor

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
-1 Savio Polar winder, year 2008, 72 heads, Loepfe TK.850 clearers, Mesdan Twinsplicer 0017, magazine type, double autodoffing, 9 sections for working its count yarn, waxers, exit 6”

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!


-3 X Savio Orion L Winders
• Year: 1 X 2003; 2 X 2002
• No of spindles: 60
• Yarn Clearer: Loepfe TK840 clearers
• Splicers: 590L
• Drums type/turns: 94mm/2.0 T
• Conicity: 3’30”
• AutoDoffer: without
• Empty bobbin conveyor belt: Available
• Package conveyor belt: Available
• Delivery: Manual
• Prism: Chamber 39Z

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 12445  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-1 x Savio ESPERO
Type: Magazine Feed | YOC: 2000 | No. of Spindles: 60 | Delivery Time: Immediate |
clearer: Loepfe TK840, Gamma Cradle, Steel Drum, Excellent condition

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 12593  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-1 x Savio ESPERO Winder
Type: Magazine Feed | YOC: 2000 | No. of Spindles: 60 |
clearer: Loepfe TK930 S, Gamma Cradle, Steel Drum, Excellent condition

Asking Price: 45,000USD/ Ex Works

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!


-1 x Savio AUTOMATIC WINDER 15L 32 HEADS YOC 1980

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 12778  Cost: 0  Terms: -

Pictures not available
Revised: n.1 Cone to cone winding machines SAVIO mod. ESPERO RL
- year 1995
- 60 positions each
- 1 x left hand, 1 x right hand
- Savio original cone to cone device
- Ispector Control
- clearers Peyer mod. Optiqs 531
- 1 machine with knotters Mesdan Splicer mod. 490.L, 1 machine with knotters Mesdan Fisherman mod. 410.B
- waxer
- delivery 6"
- conicity 4°20
- drum 2 wires constant step
- 2 trolleys for doffing
- double cone reserve on headstock
- splitted pneumatically
- Magitex travelling blower
- 380V 50HZ

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 10117 Cost: 0 Terms: -

Revised: n.01 Winding machine SAVIO ESPERO E
- year 1989
- 48 heads
- cops automatic loader Smart Feeder
- Ispector Control
- clearers Uster UPC MKF20
- waxing device
- knotters 490L
- 1 trolley automatic doffing
- cone reserve on headstock
- delivery 6"
- conicity 4°20 cylinder 2 changeables turns
- blower Magitex
- 380V 50Hz.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 10118 Cost: 0 Terms: -

-01 ORION "E" Cone winding machine with:

Single drive per position
Flexible cycle system
Tube length: 180 - 310 mm
Tube diameter from 32 - 65 mm
Winding unit with 24 heads/ Positions
Package taper increase: 0 to 5 degree
Electronic clearer : Löpfe TK940 FN
Year of construction: 2001
Complete overhauled : 2008
Package conveyor belt
automatic tube feeding system
Cone size: 6"
Electrical tension: 3 x 380 V 50 Hz

Condition: On Mill floor
Location: Italy
Price : upon request

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 9837 Cost: 0 Terms: -

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>13160</th>
<th>Cost:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>Terms:</th>
<th>SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1. Savio Orion E, Year – 2002, Loepfe 940 F Yarn Clearer, No of Spindles – 56, Mesdan 590 L Splicer, Auto Feed, 380V 50HZ. Location – India Price – 58,000 USD Ex. Mill Floor. PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection. PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>12870</th>
<th>Cost:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>Terms:</th>
<th>SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-10 set Savio espero winders Serial Number: 49105496-4810596-49105596-48106096-49105696-48106196-49105796-48106296-49105896-48106397 Marks: Savio - 1996 Model - 9 Nos, Savio - 1997 Model - 1 Nos Totaly:10 Type: Espero-E Head Number: 60 Feeding Type: Automatic Feeding Tank Number: 1 Yarn Clearer: Uster Mkc 15 Splicer Marks And Type: Mesdan 490 L Baraban Tour Number: 2 Baraban Type: Steal Bobin Length (Inch):200/250 Cone Degree: 5/57 Waxing Device: Yes Cleaning Rabots: Magitex Running Position: Yes Running Yarn Type: Ne 20/1-30/1-40/1 Cotton, Polyester Yarns Delivery Date\ Terms: 30.09.2013 How Many Machinery: 10 Ad Each Price: 60.000 Euro Delivery Terms: Ex Mill PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection. PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-4X SAVIO ORION 60spindles magazine type Year: 3 X 2004 &amp; 1 X 2005 Splicer:3X 590 &amp; 1 X 690 Clearer:3X Quantum1 &amp; 1 X Quantum2 PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection. PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reference:** 13343  

**Cost:** 0  

**Terms:** -  

-02 Savio Orion E winders  
Year 2001  
Nos 64 spindles  
Automatic feeding  
Loepe clearers TK 840  
6" 4°20  
Steel drums 2.5 turns  
Mesdan splicer model 590  
Waxing  
Electro Jet blower  
Individual suction  
01 machine left side  
01 machine right side  
V 380 Hz 50

Machines conditions: on mill floor  
Price and photos: on request

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

**Reference:** 13800  

**Cost:** 0  

**Terms:** -  

-2 X Savio Orion E Winder  
  - Year:2002  
  - No of Drums:56  
  - Type of feed:Automatic  
  - Yarn Clearer:Loepe TK 940F  
  - Machine hand:1 X LH ; 1 X RH  
  - Conicity:5°57"  
  - Traverse:6"  
  - Drums type/turns:Steel/2.5T  
  - Waxing:Available  
  - Measuring head system:Available  
  - Cradle:Yoke  
  - OHTC:Electrojet  
  - Splicer:Joint air 590L  
  - Package conveyer belt:Available  
  - Hot Air Exhaust:Downwards  
  - Volt/ Freq:380/50  
  - Empty cone feeding:Manual  
  - Empty tube conveyer:Available  
  - Doffer:Available 1
  - Waste suction: Individual

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

**Reference:** 12453  

**Cost:** 0  

**Terms:** -  

-SAVIO ESPERO  
cone winder with 56 heads each, autodoffing, delivery 6"

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
- Nr. 02 Automatic winders SAVIO model ESPERO E, nr. 60 heads each, year 1998, automatic feeding of the spools by "smart feeder" revolver device, automatic doffing with delivery on cone 6"(152mm), conicity 4°20', waxing device, inspector control, electronic clearers Uster model QUANTUM for foreign fiber intercept, splicer Mesdan model 490L equipped with preparators and chambers for cotton, empty cones magazine on headstock, trolley blower.

The machines are dismantled, packed and stored in our warehouse ready for shipment.

Nr. 01 Automatic winders SAVIO model ESPERO E, nr. 60 heads each, year 2002, automatic feeding of the spools by "smart feeder" revolver device, automatic doffing with delivery on cone 6"(152mm), conicity 4°20', waxing device, inspector control, electronic clearers Uster model QUANTUM for foreign fiber intercept, splicer Mesdan model 490L equipped with preparators and chambers for cotton, empty cones magazine on headstock, trolley blower.

The machines erected and connected to the power for testing in our workshop.

Delivery: Prompt.

Nearest airport for ispection: Venice (Marco Polo)

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14219    Cost: 0    Terms: -

-N. 4 TDS SAVIO Mod.2.28

- n.210 Spindles Each
- 2 Independent sided
- Feeding 2x4" (200 mm.)
- Max. Bobbin at feeding Diam.185 mm.
- Delivery 6"(152 mm.)
- Conicity 4°20'
- Pneumatic Thread-in
- Yarn Reserve
- Trolley Blower Magitex
- Year1994

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14337    Cost: 0    Terms: -

-2 X Savio Orion E Winder
- Year: 2001
- No of Drums: 64
- Type of feed: Automatic
- Yarn Clearer: Loepe TK840
- Machine hand: 1 X RH, 1 X LH
- Conicity: 4°20'
- Traverse: 6"
- Drums type/tums: Steel 2.5 turns
- Waxing: Available
- OHTC: Electro jet
- Splicer: Mesdan 590
- Empty tube conveyor: One
- Package conveyer belt: Available
- Volt/ Freq: 380/50

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>14111</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms: -</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| -Auto Winder Savio RAS 15L522.001.88198848sp : Magazine feed: 110mm clip cone take up: Mesdan 927 splicers: Loepfe clearers  
Auto Winder Savio RAS 15L531.031.83198348sp : Magazine feed: 110mm clip cone take up: Mesdan 927 splicers: Uster clearers  
Auto Winder Savio RAS 15L522.003.88198848sp : Magazine feed: 110mm clip cone take up: Mesdan 927 splicers: Loepfe clearers  
Auto Winder Savio RAS 15 401.193.81198148sp : Magazine feed: 6” 5.57 take up: Mesdan 927 splicers: Loepfe clearers  
Auto Winder Savio RAS 15401.080.78197848sp : Magazine feed: 6” 5.57 take up: Mesdan 927 splicers: Loepfe clearers | | | |
| PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>15009</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms: -</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| -03 Automatic winding machine SAVIO model ESPERO E, nr. 60 heads each, year 2001/02, automatic feeding by “smart feeder” revolving device, empty cones magazine on headstock, exit 6” (152mm), conicity 4°20', electronic clearers Uster model Quantum for foreign fibers intercept, front head IMK C15 F23, splicer Mesdan model 490L, waxing device, automatic doffing, trolley blower. Spare parts stock for one year normal running included (each machine).  
Location: Schengen  
Condition: Reconditioned in Warehouse  
Price: on request | | | |
| PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>15029</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms: -</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| -N.2 SAVIO CONE TO CONE WINDER ORION RL  
- n.1 mc/ Sx Main Unit – n.1 mc/ Dx main Unit  
- n.50 heads – of wich n.42 heads with feeding by cone with automatic cone change  
- n.8 heads with revolver at n.4 position for waste cones  
- pitch 6” (152 mm.)  
- conicity cylindrical or 4°20'  
- 2 turns drums parallel step  
- yarn stretcher  
- Water Splicer Mesdan mod. 4924E  
- n.3 trolley for automatic doffing  
- n.3 pneumatic drive  
- single magazine cone reserve  
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones  
- PC data  
- electronic clearers Loepfe Yarn Master TK830N  
- Trolley Blower Magitex  
- lightening  
- Year 2006 | | | |
| PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |
N.1 SAVIO CONE TO CONE WINDER ESPERO RL
- Dx Main Unit
- n.56 heads
- feeding by cone with automatic cone change
- pitch 6” (152 mm.)
- conicity 4°20’
- 2,5 turns drums variable step
- 2 section yarn stretcher + waxing device
- Water Splicer Mesdan mod. 4923
- n.2 trolley for automatic doffing
- n.2 pneumatic drive
- single magazine cone reserve
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones
- AlfaPanel
- electronic clearers Loepfe Yarn Master TK830N
- Trolley Blower Magitex
- lightening
- Year 1998

N.1 SAVIO CONE TO CONE WINDER ORION RL
- Sx Main Unit
- n.60 heads
- feeding by cone with automatic cone change
- pitch 6” (152 mm.)
- conicity cylindrical or 4°20’
- 2 turns drums parallel step
- yarn stretcher
- Water Splicer Mesdan mod. 4924E
- n.3 trolley for automatic doffing
- n.3 pneumatic drive
- single magazine cone reserve
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones
- PC data
- electronic clearers Loepfe Yarn Master TK830N
- Trolley Blower Magitex
- lightening
- Year 2005

N.2 SAVIO CONE TO CONE WINDER ORION RL
- n.1 mc/ Sx Main Unit – n.1 mc/ Dx main Unit
- n.50 heads – of wich n.42 heads with feeding by cone with automatic cone change
- n.8 heads with revolver at n.4 position for waste cones
- pitch 6” (152 mm.)
- conicity cylindrical or 4°20’
- 2 turns drums parallel step
- yarn stretcher
- Water Splicer Mesdan mod. 4924E
- n.3 trolley for automatic doffing
- n.3 pneumatic drive
- single magazine cone reserve
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones
- PC data
- electronic clearers Loepfe Yarn Master TK830N
- Trolley Blower Magitex
- lightening
- Year 2006

Location: Italy
Price: on request
Pictures: attached

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
N.1 SAVIO CONE TO CONE WINDER ORION RL
- Sx Main Unit
- n.60 heads
- feeding by cone with automatic cone change
- pitch 6” (152 mm.)
- conicity cylindrical or 4°20’
- 2 turns drums parallel step
- yarn stretcher
- Water Splicer Mesdan mod. 4924E
- n.3 trolley for automatic doffing
- n.3 pneumatic drive
- single magazine cone reserve
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones
- PC data
- electronic clearers Loepfe Yarn Master TK830N
- Trolley Blower Magiflex
- lightening
- Year 2005

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
n.1 SAVIO ESPERO RL
- Sx Main Unit
- n.56 heads
- feeding by cone with automatic cone change
- pitch 6" (152 mm.)
- conicity 4°20'
- 2 turns drums variable step or 2 turns parallel step
- 2 section yarn stretcher + waxing device
- water Splicer Mesdan mod.492
- n.2 trolley for automatic doffing
- n.2 automatic magazine cone reserve
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones
- inspector control
- electronic clearers Uster Polymatic MK C15 A2
- trolley Blower Magitex
- lighting
- Year 1998

n.2 SAVIO ESPERO RL
- Dx Main Unit
- n.56 heads
- feeding by cone with automatic cone change
- pitch 6" (152 mm.)
- conicity 4°20'
- 2,5 turns drums variable step or 2 turns drums variable step or 2 turns parallel step
- 2 section yarn stretcher + waxing device
- Water Splicer Mesdan mod.492
- n.2 trolley for automatic doffing
- n.2 pneumatic drive
- single magazine cone reserve
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones
- AlphaPanel
- electronic clearers Loepe Yarn Master TK 830N
- Trolley Blower Magitex
- lighting
- Year 1998

n.1 Automatic cone winder SAVIO ORION RL
- Sx Main Unit
- n.60 heads
- feeding by cone with automatic cone change
- pitch 6" (152 mm.)
- conicity cylindrical or Biko
- 2 turns drums parallel step
- yarn stretcher
- Water Splicer Mesdan mod.4924E
- n.3 trolley for automatic doffing
- n.3 pneumatic drive
- single magazine cones reserve
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones
- PC data
- electronic clearers Loepe Yarn Master TK 830N
- Trolley Blower Magitex
- lighting
- Year 2005
n.2 Automatic cone winder SAVIO ORION RL
- n.1 mc/ Sx Main Unit
- n.1 mc/ Dx main Unit
- n.50 heads Each – of which n.42 heads with feeding by cone with automatic cone change
  n.8 heads with revolver at n.4 position for waste cones
- pitch 6” (152 mm.)
- conicity cylindrical or Biko
- 2 turns drums parallel step
- yarn stretcher
- Water Splicer Mesdan mod.4924E
- n.3 trolley for automatic doffing
- n.3 pneumatic drive
- single magazine cone reserve
- cones conveyor belt to discharge cones
- PC data
- electronic clearers Loepfe Yarn Master TK 830N
- Trolley Blower Magitex
- lighting
- Year 2006

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15011  Cost: 0  Terms: •

-01 Automatic cone to cone winding machine SAVIO model ESPERO RL,
  nr. 60 heads each,
  year 2002,
  double empty cones magazine on headstock,
  exit 6” (152mm),
  conicity 4°20’,
  electronic clearers Uster model Quantum for foreign fibers intercept,
  front head IMK C15 F23,
  splicer Mesdan model 490L,
  waxing device,
  double pneumatic control panel to work with two different yarn lot in same time,
  automatic doffing, trolley blower.
Spare parts stock for one year normal running included (each machine).
The machine is already reconditioned.

Location: Warehouse Italy
Delivery: ready
Price: on request

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
SAVIO Espero E with 60 heads each
03 Automatic winding machine SAVIO
model ESPERO E,
nr. 60 heads each,
year 2001/02,
average feeding by "smart feeder" revolving device,
empty cones magazine on headstock,
exit 6" (152mm), conicity 4°20',
electronic clearers Uster model Quantum for foreign fibers intercept,
front head IMK C15 F23.
splicer Mesdan model 490L,
 waxing device,
average offing,
trolley blower.
Spare parts stock for one year normal running included (each machine).

Location: Schengen
Condition: Reconditioned in Warehouse
Price: on request

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15582  Cost: 0  Terms:  -
-2 x Savio Espero Winder
  Year: 2000
  No. of Spindles: 64
  Uster Quantum 2 Clearers
  400V, 50Hz,
  Steel Drums
  Magazine Feed
  OHTC
  Medsan 490L Splicer
  Ready Delivery

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15609  
Cost: 0  
Terms:  

SAVIO ORION 2 MACHINES FROM ELEGANT

Expected price $50,000USD C&F any port.

All the drums in operation

- Year : 2001
- No of Drums : 64
- Type of feed : Automatic
- Yarn Clearer : Loepfe TK840
- Machine hand : 1 X RH, 1 X LH
- Conicity : 4°20
- Traverse : 6”
- Drums type/turns : Steel 2.5 turns
- Waxing : Available
- OHTC : Electro jet
- Splicer : Medsan 590L
- Empty tube conveyor : One
- Package conveyor belt : Available
- Volt/ Freq : 380/50
- DELIVERY : Immediate

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15745  
Cost: 0  
Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION  
http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/15745.zip

-1 x 48 spindle Savio model Espero RL
  Feed from packages on auto S type creel
  Serial number 571.045.96  Year 1996
  Take up onto 5.57 or 4.20 cone
  12 Loepfe clearers 750 and 36 Loepfe model 740
  Mesdan air splicing 4323 type 092
  Driven waxing device
  Price and photos om request
  Euro 20,000 loaded

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15942  
Cost: 0  
Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION  
http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/15942.zip
Reference: 16441  Cost: 0  Terms: -

01 SAVIO ORION WINDER
Year 2001
Nos 60 drums
Autofeed
Loepfe 930 S
Conicity 5° 57
Steel drums 2.5 turns
Magitex blower
Autodoffing
Mesdan 590 splicer
Waxing

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!